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Since its inception in the late 1970's, the switched-capacitor

filtering technique has been very widely applied in the telecommuni

cations field. If this technique can be extended into a much higher

frequency range, its applicability can be broadened into areas that are

currently dominated by non-monolithic design methods.

Past attempts to design practical and reproducible high frequency

and high selectivity filters have been hindered by the problems related

to the filter architecture, high speed monolithic amplifier design, and

integrated circuit technology. In this dissertation the problems of

high speed amplifier design and integrated circuit technology in relation

to the realization of practical high frequency switched-capacitor filters

are addressed and investigated.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Switched-capacitor filters have been very widely used to filter signals in the

audio frequency range. If the switched-capacitor filtering technique can be

extended into the high KHz and the MHz range, new avenues of application will be

opened. For example, intermediate frequency filtering, clock recovery in data

communication systems and video signal processing for TV receivers can be per

formed using this technique. Thus, the successful monolithic implementation of

these functions will eventually lead to a higher degree of integration of data com

munication systems.

In the past, the practical and reproducible realization of high frequency and

high selectivity monolithic filters has been hindered by the problems related to

the filter architecture, amplifier design and IC technology. The maturation of

high performance CMOS technology has improved the prospect of applying the

switched-capacitor concept to make such monolithic filters. In this dissertation.

the circuit design and technology considerations for high frequency and high

selectivity switched-capacitor filters will be presented. The filter architecture

aspect is covered in ref [l].



CHAPTER 2

THE EFFECTS OF AMPLIFIER NON-IDEALITIES IN SCFS

The non-ideal characteristics of operational amplifiers can cause the fre

quency response of active filters to deviate from their designed response. In par

ticular, the finite gain of the amplifier can cause the passband of the filter to

droop. The finite bandwidth of the amplifier can induce excess phase shift that

can result as peaking at the band-edge and Q-enhancement for high selectivity

filters.

In order to determine the effects of the amplifier non-idealities on active

filters, the frequency response of a resonator implemented using non-ideal

integrators will be examined. The resulting analysis will be extended to study

their effects on switched-capacitor filters.

2.1. The Non-ideal Integrator

The integrator is the principal building block for active filters realized by the

leapfrog or the active ladder synthesis technique. Any non-ideal characteristics

of the integrator will degrade the frequency response of the filter. Therefore, in

order to design a well-behaved active filter, the effects of these non-idealities

must be understood and controlled.

The frequency response of an ideal and a non-ideal integrator are shown in

Fi*. 2.1. The "real" or the non-ideal integrator has a finite gain of -—at DC. The
© Pi

finite gain at low frequencies is due to the presence of the low frequency pole px.
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figure 2.1
Ideal and Non-ideal Integrators

The integrator also exhibits a small amount of excess phase shift in the vicinity of

its unity gain frequency o0. This phase shift is the result of the spurious high fre

quency pole p2 which is typically located far beyond u0. The transfer function of

such a "real" integrator can be modeled as

#<«)*
ut Pz (2.1)

S +J>!



The denominator s +px models the finite gain of the integrator at low frequen-

s

cies. The exponential term e Pz represents the phase error that is caused by the

spurious high frequency pole p2. It is assumed that as long as pz»oQ and in the

vicinity of o0, the phase error dominates over the magnitude error; thus, the

latter is small enough to be neglected.

In order to determine the effects of the non-ideal characteristics of the

integrator, a resonator will be examined in detaiL The signal flow graph of such a

resonator is shown in Fig. 2.2. The integrators are assumed to be ideal and have

the transfer function of H(s) = —. The bandpass output «rr-is

V0 uas

K~~~^ * «fl , (2.2)
s2+s^-+o02

The peaking frequency u^ot and the selectivity Q can be obtained by finding the

roots of the denominator polynomial [2]. They are

fiJpgofc * &;0
S&2

(2.3a)

Q= Q0 • (2.3b)

To simplify the analysis for the case of the "real" integrator, the finite

integrator gain and the integrator excess phase shift effects will be considered

independently.

2.1.1. finite Integrator Gain

Assuming that the errors due to p2 are small enough to be ignored, the

transfer function of the integrator can be represented as
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Sgnal Row Graph of a Resonator
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where «0»J>i- The bandpass output — is

= -a.
o0(s +Pi)

s' + 1f*» +5",*,«̂ ♦^

V,

(24)

(25)

Once again the peaking frequency and the selectivity are determined by finding



the roots of the denominator polynomial.

1
Wp«ofc * "o 1-

8&2

7T* TT-+2
Pi

CJC

H(ju9) ***Qo 1-2G.
Pi

&>«
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(2.6a)

(2.6b)

(2.6c)

For high selectivity filters, the finite integrator gain reduces both the gain and

the Q of the filter, while the peaking frequency remains essentially unchanged.

PiNote that the term -—is commonly referred to as the quality factor "Q" of the
uD

integrator [3]. Thus, an integrator with a large Q is essential to implement a

narrow-band filter.

2.1.2. finite Integrator Bandwidth (Excess Phase Shift)

If only the excess phase shift of the integrator is considered, the transfer

function is equal to

u.- Z2_« Pz (£7)

where the exponential term represents the phase error. The bandpass output

HWu^n

becomes

Vn
= -a.

o0se Pz

2 "o
s* + s-

4

M

Pz
-8-S-

The exponential terms are approximated as

(23)
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The peaking frequency, the selectivity and the filter gain are

2^
1 Oo ot

«p«**"0 1 +
Qo PZ 4Q? \Pz) t

Pz
7T* -£ 2
Q Qo

p?o»»)r,aoft i +
1 w«

-r-+±Qo
2 P2 [Pz j i

(2.9a)

(2.9b)

(2.9c)

The results clearly indicate that the excess phase shift initially increases the

peaking frequency but eventually decreases it, enhances the Q of the filter, and

peaks the gain at u0. The term is the total excess phase shift incurred by the
Pz

integrator at its unity gain frequency a0. From Fig. 21 we can see by inspection

that

?•»««(" = «o) = -tan"1
o.

Pz
(2.10)

Pz
« — radians,

if Pa»tt0 • For high selectivity filters, the enhancement of Q is more pronounced

than the shift in the peaking frequency. Therefore, in order to minimize the Q

enhancement caused by excess phase, the high frequency pole p2 must be. at

least 100Q0 times the integrator unity gain frequency u0 for a resonator.

2.1.3. The Composite Response

The effects of finite gain and bandwidth of the non-ideal integrator are listed

in Table 21. It is clearly evident that the finite gain and the bandwidth of the
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PEAKING FREQUENCY SELECTIVITY

Ideal Integrator u9 Qo

Integrator Finite Gain u0 fi--M Qo l-2ft —
1 " i

Integrator Finite Bandwidth o0 1 «, Pz) Qo

t 1

1 + 2Q,—
Pz

Table 2.1
Peaking Frequency and Selectivity of a Bandpass Filter

For Ideal and Non-ideal Integrator Response
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integrator strongly affect the Q for highly selective filters. The sensitivity of the

filter to integrator non-idealities is on the order of the designed selectivity Q0 of

the filter.

WovoraU = *ra 1 + 2G, Oo Pi
pz u0

Eqn. 2.11 shows the selectivity of a resonator that incorporates both major non-

(211)

idealities of the integrator. It is interesting to note that the term —— —
pz u9

represents the total phase error of an integrator. px contributes phase lag, while

p2 causes phase lead. The overall deviation of Q for a resonator that is syn

thesized by the leapfrog method is a function of the sum of the phase error intro

duced by both integrators.
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2.2 The Switched-Capacitor Integrator

In Fig. 2.3 an LDI switched-capacitor integrator is shown- $j and $2 are ^ne

non-overlapping two phase clocks; £. C*. and C^ are the sampling, the integra

tion, and the parasitic input capacitance, respectively; and a« is the open loop DC

gain of the amplifier. The non-idealities of the operational amplifier can distort

the frequency response of the switched-capacitor integrator. Specifically, the

finite open loop gain of the amplifier introduces a low frequency pole which limits

the DC gain of the integrator. The settling error present at the end of the charge

integration cycle induces excess phase shift in the phase response. This error is

caused by the finite bandwidth of the operational amplifier. To better understand

these effects, an analytical expression of the frequency response of a "real"

switched-capacitor integrator must be formulated. In the subsequent sections,

the frequency response of an LDI switched-capacitor integrator will be derived.

To simplify the analysis, the finite gain and the finite bandwidth effects will be

treated separately.

2.21. The finite Gain Effect

A representative LDI switched-capacitor integrator, which is shown in Fig.

2.3, samples and stores the input signal Vs during the on time of the clock $2.

When $1 goes low and $2 comes up, the stored signal charge is transferred from

the sampling capacitor C, into the integrating capacitor Q. Because the

amplifier has a finite gain of 0,. there will always be a small error voltage V9 at

the summing node. It is this error voltage that causes the integrator to have finite

gain at low frequencies.
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figure 2.3
An LDI Switched-Capacitor Integrator with Finite Amplifier Gain
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At time t =n + 1, the output voltage V0 of the switched-capacitor integrator

is described by the following relationship:

V0(n + 1) = Ve(n + 1) + V9(n + 1) (2.12)
where T^ is the output voltage, t£ is the voltage across the integration capacitor,

and V9 is the summing node error voltage. The error signal V9 is simply the out

put voltage divided by the open loop gain of the amplifier.

k.(« ♦ i) =-ICniiL
The voltage across the integration capacitor can be expressed as

Ve(n + 1) =
QAn + 1)

(213)

(214)

The charge Qe(n + 1) is the sum of the charge &(n) stored during the previous

clock cycle and of that which has been transferred to Q during the current cycle.

Thus,

Qc(n +1) =Qc(n) +ft(n +1) - Q9(n +1)

Qi(n +ij =ft «(n +±*

ft(n +l) =-S-LSs-pr(n +1)

(215)

(2.16)

(2.17)

Combining Eqns. 2.12 through 2.17. and taking the Z-Transform. we obtain the fol

lowing transfer function

H{z)- WT
L
z

l 5 s

1 v)

(21Ba)

(2.18b)

where / = ^ g ^ •For avery large amplifier gain. Eqn. 2.18b simplifies to
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(2.19)
Q z -1

which is the ideal transfer function of an LDI switched-capacitor integrator. If the

frequency of interest is much less than the clock frequency ~ the frequency

response can be obtained by letting z = e*uT « 1 + juT. Then we have

flo/
(220)

The lowfrequency pole, which corresponds topi in Fig. 2.1, is

(221a)

1 1

4

(2.21b)

The pole location is inversely proportional to the loop gain of the switched-

capacitor integrator. Therefore, the finite amplifier gain of a<, induces a phase

Pi
error of approximately + ^-i-radians

u0

Pi
w +

« +

1 1

i

T
Qo

Q
c, + G» +

4

i Q + c; + ql
c,

QT

(2.22)

2.2.2 The finite Bandwidth Effect

An amplifier that has a finite bandwidth requires a certain delay before its

output reaches the final value. In Fig. 2.4. an LDI switched-capacitor integrator
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that is implemented using an operational amplifier having a very large DC gain

but a finite bandwidth ^ is shown. The two phase non-overlapping clocks, which

operate at a duty cycle of m, drive the three MOS transfer gates. During the

charge integration phase when $2 is high, the integrator must settle its output

within the designated time of mTe. If the amplifier does not have sufficient

bandwidth, settling error will be present at the output of the integrator. This

error is a function of the closed loop bandwidth uu of the amplifier and of the

available integration time mT. The error, therefore, is directly related to the set

tling behavior of the amplifier. That is.

Error a exp -mT «u

and of the updating voltage.

(2.23)

In order to obtain a frequency domain transfer function representation that

incorporates the finite bandwidth of the amplifier, the integrator must be first

analyzed in the sampled-data domain. The z-domain transfer function is then

mapped into the frequency domain by means of the following transform pair

z = 2>°T. [4].

The transient behavior of the output voltage V0 and the summing node error

voltage V9 of an LDI switched-capacitor integrator is shown in Fig. 24. At time

t =n + l, the output voltage V0 is equal to the sum of the voltage Vc across the

integration capacitor Q and the error voltage V9 at the summing node:

V0(n + 1) = 7c(n + 1) +• V9(n + 1) • (2.24)
The voltage Ve(n + 1) is the sum of the voltage Ve(n) during the previous cycle.

K(n +1) = Ve(n)-?2- K(n + j)-K.(n + l) (225)

V9(n + 1) is the residual summing node voltage at the very end of the charge

integration period. To be exact, it consists of the residual error voltage of the
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most recent integration cycle and of all the previous cycles. Mathematically, it is

given by

•v q + q» + Q 2'

where ax = (1 -m)? o^ and a2 = mT uu. uu is the closed loop bandwidth of

the amplifier when $2 is high, and u^ is the bandwidth when $2 is l°w- ft is impor

tant to differentiate these two cases since the loading of the amplifier and the

loop gain vary depending on the state of the clock $2. The z-transformed

representations of Eqns. 2.24 through 226 are

(227a)V0 = VG + V9

V = -£» g ' y +5 1 V
Ve Q 1-z'1^* Q 1-z-1 g

% =
z 2e"a8

Q + Oi + q i-2-ie"(ai*a2)
The z-domain transfer function is obtained by combining Eqns. 2.27a through

227c.

*<•> = -§-

(2.26)

(227b)

(2.27c)

(2.28)

C,
~a2 -,-iL-^^.^,-^'

.'

where J?, =

q l-z-1

q

sion enclosed within the first pair of braces is the ideal LDI transfer function. The

second braced expression represents the error due to the finite amplifier

bandwidth. The frequency domain representation of the error term is obtained

l-z-le"{ai +a2)

; Oj = (1 -m)T Uu . and a2 = mT u^ The expres-



by substituting z s ei°T a l + jaT. Thus.

HottotIJ'-) *

,-«8

q + c; + q
+;u7Je-(a>+a2)-

q + q» + q

i -jur

l-e^fll*a8,'+;«re~(ai*a2)

The expression is simplified byusing the fact that e"*"1 *"^ « e""8 « 1.

q

q + qi + q
,"««

i+j«re"(ai*a2)

17

(2.29)

(230a)

30b)

If we let

l-c/^t^^'^s 1-5
and

wre"*2 = p .
we have

H.rrorij'J) * (l-25)«^ • (2.31)
Therefore, the magnitude and the phase errors attributed to the settling error of

the amplifier are

Magnitude Error * 2o2TzeHtkl +2°2) (2.32a)

Phase Error * -oTe'*2 • (2.32b)

In the vicinity of the unity gain frequency of the integrator, the phase error

overwhelms the magnitude error. The phase error evaluated at the unity gain fre-

q .quencyo0 = JF~ls

(2.33)
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Under the assumption that the excess phase is small, the location of the spurious

high frequency pole p2 of the integrator canbe approximated.

95«««.(w =«0) = -tan S2J

* -— * Pz » o0 •

• Thus,

p2 * - yexp^nT uu • (234)
The amount of excess phase can be reduced by pushing p2 out. This can be

accomplished by increasing the duty cycle m of the clock or by using an amplifier

that has a broader bandwidth.

It should be noted that the previous analysis is valid only for small settling

errors. As the settling error becomes larger. Eqn. 229 can no longer be approxi

mated by Eqn. 2.30 since the condition t"^ +ag) « e"°2 « 1no longer holds.
Eqn. 2.29 indicates that for moderate settling errors the magnitude error dom

inates over the phase error. Under this condition, the integrator will appear very

lossy as if the amplifier has a very low gain.

22.3. The Composite Response

The approximate performance of a switched-capacitor resonator can be

predicted by using the results obtained thus far. The results tabulated in Table

21 clearly show that the Q can deviate significantly for highly selective filters.

The change in the Qis a function of the total phase error incurred by the two

integrators. The phase deviations due to finite gain and bandwidth are listed in

Table 2.2. In order to keep this error small, the amplifier must have a large open

loop gain and a wide closed loop bandwidth. Because the phase errors attributed
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to these two non-idealities are offsetting, the total Q deviation is not as serious as

it appears to be.

PHASE ERROR (RADIANS)

Finite Amplifier

Gain, a.

, 1 q +Gi + Ci
Qo q

Finite Amplifier

Bandwidth, i^

q -mTuy.
~cTe

Table 2.2
Phase Error of an LDI Switched-Capacitor
Integrator with Amplifier Non-idealities



CHAPTER 3

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR HIGH SPEED AMPLIFIERS

The design of a fast settling amplifier is one of the key for the successful

implementation of high frequency and high selectivity switched-capacitor filters.

In this chapter, the frequency and transient response of closed loop amplifiers

are examined in detail. The results of this study are used to determine the

characteristics of an amplifier having the best speed performance.

3.1. Relationship Between Frequency andTransient Response

In general fast settling amplifiers are synonymous of broadband amplifiers.

However, the converse in not always true. Fig. 3.1 shows the frequency response

of two broadband amplifiers which have nearly identical frequency response. The

response of amplifier Bincludes a pole-zero doublet at od. This minor difference

causes the transient response of amplifier Bto differ from that of amplifier A[5].

In an unity gain feedback configuration, the transient response of the latter is
t

characterized by e "». However, the transient response of the former is
t t

governed by both e "^ and e u*. Their respective output response toan unit step

input are

Amplifier A

-•£- (3-D
WO = *-• "

Amplifier B

30
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WO =l-e^ -*""'* • (a2)
If wd « Wu, then amplifier Bresponds much slower than amplifier Adoes. Thus, a

fast settling amplifier must not only have a broad bandwidth, but must also have

no pole-zero doublets below its unity gain frequency u,,. In addition to these con

straints, the presence of non-dominant poles must also be considered. In certain

feedback configurations, the non-dominant poles can adversely affect the

response of the amplifier. Therefore, the key issues involved in the design of high

speed, closed loop amplifiers are

1. the open loop frequency response of the amplifier;

2 the root locus of the closed loop amplifier;

3. and the frequency compensation for optimal transient response.

3.1.1. The Ideal Feedback Amplifier

Whenever feedback is applied around an amplifier, the pole location is

modified. In Fig. 3.2 the root loci for three different amplifiers are illustrated.

Case 1

Here, the basic amplifier has only one pole. With increasing feedback, the

pole st moves toward -« along the real axis a. For a loop gain of A^* the closed

loop bandwidth of the amplifier is AuapSi. Since the closed loop pole is real, the

transient response is purely exponential.

Case 2

In this case, the amplifier is assumed to have a dominant pole st and a high

frequency, non-dominant pole sp. When the loop is closed, and with increasing

negative feedback, the two poles converge and form a complex pole pair which
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Root Loci of Feedback Amplifiers With One. Two. and Three Poles
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travels parallel to the imaginary axis jo. The break-away occurs at approxi

mately -•««?• Since the poles are complex, the step response may overshoot and

ring.

Case 3

Now the amplifier contains a second high frequency, non-dominant pole sh% in

addition to the two poles, st and sp. In a closed loop configuration, sh tends

toward -» while st and sp converge at approximately -x«p and subsequently

form a complex pole pair. With further increase in loop gain, the complex pole

pair bends and travels into the right-half plane. The transient response is almost

totally determined by the complex pole pair.

From the viewpoint of practical amplifier design, the situation in case 1 is

highly unrealistic. No matter how simple the amplifier is, there always will be one

or more high frequency, non-dominant poles. Cases 2 and 3 represent a more

realistic situation. Note that the root loci in case 3 asymptotically approaches

that in case 2 as sh is pushed out farther. Thus, in most cases, the basic amplifier

can be modeled adequately as a two pole system.

a 1.2 The Two-pole Feedback Amplifier

A detailed root loci of a two-pole feedback amplifier is shown in Fig. 3.3.

Under moderate amount of loop gain L^op >lOOj, the poles are complex. The
location of the pole pair is given by

s = ap ± jup (3.3)

where ap « ~2*p- ^e exact behavior of the step response is determined by op

and np. The time constant of the exponential rise is inversely proportional to ap.
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A Detailed Root Loci of a Two-pole Feedback Amplifier
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while the ringing frequency is given by Up. The ratio j?- or the Qof the poles
M

dictates the extent of overshooting and ringing [6]. For a well-behaved settling

response, the Q should be less than one. The exponential time constant ap deter

mines the speed of the settling behavior. Therefore, in order to attain a fast and
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well-behaved settling response. op must be made as large as possible while keep

ing Q below one. This implies that sp be made as large as possible since

op * - -gsp. Thus, the basic amplifier must have a very high frequency, non-

dominant pole Sp. There is, however, a limit to the maximum attainable closed

loop bandwidth. The maximum bandwidth Ugm of a closed loop amplifier that has

a loop gain of A^op* and open loop poles of st and sp is

CW =1 1Sv (3.4)
AioopSi if Aioop < *

In an unity gain feedback configuration, the above expression can be rewritten as

QaaxiuTvity gain) =
-«Sp * 4,st * jsp

! (3.5)
AoSt if AgSi < -r-Sp

where ^ is the open loop gain of the amplifier. The term ^Si corresponds to the

open loop gain-bandwidth product of the amplifier. Therefore, the crux for

designing a high speed, two-pole amplifier is to maximize the gain-bandwidth pro

duct and to push sp out as far out as possible. This, however, does not necessarily

guarantee that the settling response is well-behaved. To be more specific, the Q of

the complex pole pair could be greater than one. Because the open loop gain A<,

can vary significantly, controlling the Q of the poles becomes an important design

task.

3.1.3. The Two-Pole, One-Zero Feedback Amplifier

The proper design of a fast settling feedback amplifier requires a technique

to tailor the Q of the complex pole pair. It is not absolutely necessary to be able

to pin down the poles at pre-determined locations. It will often suffice if the Q of
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the poles is guaranteed to be less than a prescribed maximum value.

Perhaps the simplest and the most effective way to frequency compensate

the closed loop amplifier is to add a real left-half plane zero to its transfer func

tion. Fig. 3.4 shows the modified root loci after the zero insertion. The zero can

be placed in three different regions:

1. below the dominant pole s{;

2 between the dominant and the first non-dominant pole sp;

3. and beyond the non-dominant pole [7].

In cases 1 and 2, with sufficient loop gain, the dominant pole converges to the

zero zg and forms a pole-zero doublet, while the non-dominant pole veers toward

-« [8].

The resulting closed loop amplifier will have a broad bandwidth; however, the

transient response is limited in speed due to the presence of the pole-zero doub

let The consequence of the pole-zero doublet on transient response was discussed

in section 3.1. For high speed amplifier design these two cases are undesirable.

In case 3 the zero forces the complex pole pair to take a circular trajectory

which is centered at - z0. The break away point remains unchanged at - -gsp.

The complex pole pair re-enters the negative real axis at approximately

-2z0 + ^sp. Thereafter,one pole tends toward -« while the other converges to

the zero —s0. The advantage of this compensation scheme becomes-obvious when

we examine a detailed drawing of case 3, which is shown in Fig. 3.5. In the

absence of any other non-dominant poles, the circular trajectory of the complex

pole pair has a radius of ze - —sp. Thus, the radius of this circle is determined
km

by the location of the zero for a fixed sp. For a well-behaved transient response,
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&

the maximum Q of the complex pole should be less than unity. In other words, the

circular trajectory must be contained inside the field defined by Q = 1. Geometr

ically, the optimum zero location z0 (opt) for a fixed sp is obtained.
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(3.6)

The maximum possible Qunder this condition is one. This means that this feed

back amplifier will exhibit a well-behaved transient response even if the open loop

gain varies over a wide range.

If sufficient loop gain is available, the closed loop bandwidth can easily

exceed sp in value. The maximum attainable bandwidth is approximately

(3.7)
2

with a maximum pole Qof 1. The y^ for the two-pole, one-zero configuration is

significantly larger than that of the two-pole case (see Eqn. 3.5). Thus, the inser

tion of a real left-half plane zero at z0(opt) speeds up the transient response and

also guarantees a well-behaved response.

a 1.4. Real Left-Half Plane Zero Insertion

The real left-half plane zero z0 is inserted in the feedback loop through

either the feedback path or the forward gain path of the amplifier. The block

diagrams of these two cases are shown in Fig. 3.6. In both situations, the loop gain

expressions are identical, and are given by

The closed loop transfer function -— are different, however. The transfer func-

tion with the zero in the forward path is

A,(m)M
Hforwsrdis) = ? ~T" ' *

l+4.(*)/.[l +̂ 4
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The transfer function with the zero in the feedback path is

Ms)
Hfoodback\s) =

l+iU*)/.jl+^
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(3.10)

If the amplifier block is represented as a two-pole system, the resulting closed

loop transfer functions are

The corresponding root loci are illustrated in Fig. 3.7. In the latter, although the

zero is present in the loop gain expression, it does not manifest itself in the

closed loop transfer function. Such a zero is called a phantom zero [9]. As

described earlier, the pole trajectory is identical in both compensation schemes.

It appears so far that either scheme will produce the desired results. How

ever, in practice this is not the case. From the standpoint of circuit implementa

tion, it is impossible to introduce a left half-plane zero without either adding addi

tional stray poles or loading down the already existing poles. The effects of these

second order non-idealities on the root loci need to be investigated in order to

determine the best compensation scheme.

To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the zero insertion creates a single

stray high frequency pole s, which is located beyond the zero zB. Then, the zero

s
1 +

block in Fig. 3.6 becomes instead of 1 + —. For a two-pole amplifier
1 +

S 20

block, the resulting closed iooo transfer functions are
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H forward (») =

#/««d6odfe(s) =

0.1 +

1 +
Tf n r

Jl *Jl *o
i +

s.

1 + -2-
[ h]

t 'if1 \

1+X-1 +J-
l ^11 M

+ 0^/0
1 vJ
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(3.13)

(3.14)

The root loci are plotted in Fig. 3.3. Since the loop gain expressions are identical

for both, the root loci are also the same. The presence of the stray high frequency

pole s9 can prevent the complex pole pair from traveling in a circular path.

Therefore, it is paramount that s, be moved to a remote location. If the pole s, is

pushed out far enough, a root locus, as shown in Fig. 3.9, results. Here, the stray

high frequency pole is located at far enough distance such that its effect on the

locus at moderate loop gain is negligible. However, for very large loop gain, a

second complex pole pair can form. This type of frequency compensation has

been used effectively to design wideband monolithic amplifiers [10].
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3.2. The Switched-Capacitor Integrator

The frequency compensation or the time response tailoring scheme,

described in the preceding section, applies primarily to feedback amplifiers that

have unilateral signal paths. In general, signal is fed in both forward and reverse,

directions through any two port networks. It is generally assumed that the mag

nitude of the signal through the feedback network in the reverse direction is

much larger than that in the forward direction. The validity of this assumption

becomes questionable when the transconductance of the amplifier is small, which

is the case for most MOS amplifiers [11]. A small signal equivalent representation

of an LDI switched-capacitor integrator during the charge integration mode is

shown in Fig. 3.10. The amplifier has been modeled as a frequency dependent

transconductance block. The nodal equations are

* • n*l +z * +ft +S+s * (3-15)

A block diagram of the feedback system that is represented by the above equa-

sG
tions is shown in Fig. 3.11. The term — - — V9 in Eqn. 3.16 represents

so, + sCi + Ci

the signal that is fed forward through the feedback capacitor Q. This signal can

be neglected if it is small in comparison to — — — V9, which is the signal
sCi + sQ + Gx

amplified by the amplifier. For high frequency and high speed applications, this

signal component cannot be ignored It will be shown in the subsequent sections

that this feedforward path can alter the response of the closed loop system.
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a&l. The Effects of the Feedforward Path

The loop gain expression for an LDI switched-capacitor integrator during the

charge integration mode is given below.

a (s) s _£ *Q-(*n (3#17)
AoVVs; C + Cn+Q sd+sCt + Gt

The feedforward path through the feedback capacitor Q interacts with the

amplifier to produce areal right-half plane zero at -^p The presence of this zero

can potentially cause instability. The closed loop pole location is given by

s="^ rrfer (3-is)
where

sl s —r— r-is the dominant pole,

z, s -5i-is the feedforward right half-plane zero, and
1 Q

j^ - S —^-is the low frequency loop gain.

The system will be stable as long as A^s^ which is approximately equal to the open

loop unity gain frequency, is smaller in magnitude than zj. Therefore, it is

paramount that zs is kept above the unity gain frequency.

3.2.2. The Effects of Feedforward Path on Two-Pole Systems

Almost all amplifiers can be accurately modeled as a two-pole system. By

replacing the voltage controlled current source Cm by Cm —. the small sig-
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nal model of the switched-capacitor integrator (Fig. 3.10) becomes a two-pole sys

tem. sp represents the high frequency, non-dominant pole that is inherent to the

amplifier. The loop gain and the closed loop transfer function expressions are

given below:

-dx +jJ-
4toop = oo/o 7 rr r (3.2ia)

1 +

*M = - S-

r
where the terms are defined as follows:

d
«o/o = Gm^i r + r + C 'lS the l0W fre(luency looP S91^1

st = —p r-is the dominant pole;
Ri [Ck +d)

(3.21b)

Cm
Zf = «—- is the real right-half plane zero attributed to the feedforward

path; and

Sp is the high frequency, non-dominant pole internal to the amplifier.

Under moderate amount of loop gain, the poles form a complex pair. Then. Eqn.

3.21b can be re-expressed in the following form:

1 +

H(s) =- £-L—LL± :LL (3.22)
Q 4+24**1

where the terms are defined as follows:

zt = —-£Sp - \fs~p~zj is the real left-half plane zero;

i\ M



; and

•r = "2^? 'f Vsp 2/ is the

1 _ 1 1 1 i J 1
"1 " % */ Oo/o*t J

2<J 1 fl +-LL *
c£ a./0 sp sTJ Zj
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The loop gain (Eqn. 3.21a) and the closed loop transfer function expressions (Eqn.

3.21b) now contain both a left-half and a right-half zero. If the feedforward path is

eliminated in Fig. 3.11, then both of these zeroes disappear from the expressions.

The zeroes are symmetrically located about the break-away point - -r-Sp of the

complex pole pairand are spaced apart by VspzJ which is the geometric mean of

the non-dominant pole and the feedforward zero frequencies. Since the right-half

zero is lower in frequency than the left-half zero, the complex pole pair will even

tually cross over into the right-half plane. The criterion for stability is deter

mined by examining the real part of the complex pole pair a

1 i1 *i4-*
1 Oo/o sp s7] Zf

u —
2~* 1 1

o«tfoSl zf

(3.23)

When the numerator becomes zero, the poles lie on the imaginary axis. This

occurs when

Oo/oSi * zf (3.24)
or simply when the right-half plane feedforward zero falls below the single-pole.

closed loop corner frequency a,/^. For a transconductance amplifier in an

unity gain feedback configuration, Eqn. 3.24 becomes

Sjt£- >£- • (3.25)
As long as some parasitic capacitance loads down the amplifier, the stability of a

two-pole transconductance amplifier is guaranteed
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3.2.3. The Effects of Feedforward Path on Two-Pole, One-Zero Systems

It has been shown in section 3.1.3 that a two-pole amplifier that is compen

sated with a real left-half plane zero will yield the most controllable transient

response. Unfortunately, the analysis was performed for an ideal feedback sys

tem with no feedforward path through the feedback network. In this section, the

two-pole, one-zero feedback system is re-examined by taking the effects of the

feedforward path into account.

First, a feedback system with a left-half zero incorporated in the forward

gain path of the amplifier is examined. The transconductance G^ in Fig. 3.11 is

1+-2-
now replaced by G^ ^—where sp is the sole high frequency, non-dominant

1+ s

pole and z0 is the open loop left-half zero. The loop gain and the closed loop

transfer function expressions are:

-£-1 + -M - i +
zt \ SP) [ - ,

Aoop = Op/o 7 n \ (3.26a)
1+ ±4 1+ JL

where the terms are defined as follows:

Bq/o = Gm^i ~p t: r^15 ^ne *ow ^recluericy *00P gain:

Si s —s r-is the dominant pole;
Ri \Ci +a]

Zf = ——is the real right-half plane zero;
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z0 is the real left-half plane zero within the amplifier; and

sp is the high frequency, non-dominant pole.

The numerator of the loop gain expression determines the location of the closed

loop zeroes.

N(s) =s2 +sjsp [l "Jj] -*fSp • (3.26c)
The open loop left-half zero z0 dictates the closed loop zero locations. If

z0 » zf, the closed loop zeroes approach those of the two-pole feedback sys

tem. We are interested in the case in which sp < z0 < zf. If this criterion is

satisfied, the closed loop zeroes are approximately given by

zr a +zf -2-and

z* *= -as

under this condition, the pole trajectory of the complex pair is tightly controlled

by the closed loop left-half plane zero zt. The closed loop transfer function can

now be expressed as

1 +

*fr> =-f- \z '^ ~'J - (3.27)
The terms are defined as follows

sp
zr = + 2/ ^-is the closed loop right-half plane zero;

*0

*jm

zi = - z0 is the closed loop left-half plane zero;

—5- = 7H + —7 \; and

"r! Qo/o [Sp Si] 20 Zf
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The real part of the complex pole pair is given by

a . *Jl- i&i±i.S5d (3.28a)2 p [ 0,,/oSt - zf spz0\

« — — sv i+ &/•£* (3.23b)

1 . «.»which is valid as long as—Sp < Oo/0Si < 4 and if z^ > Oo/oSj.
4 Sp

In order for the system to be stable and well-behaved, the following condi

tions must be satisfied

1. Oo/oSj < z/, and

2. z0 < Zf.

If the above requirements are met, the effects of the feedforward path become

minimal. Then, the compensation scheme that was described in section 3.1.3 can

be utilized directly. Note that as long as a,/^ < Zf, the system is uncondition

ally stable, even if Zf < z0. However, the closed loop zeroes are no longer given

by + zf -^-and —z0. Because of this, the poles now follow a completely different

trajectory. Note that when z0 » Zf% the root locus asymptotically approaches

that of the two-pole feedback system.

Another viable method to tailor the transient response involves the insertion

of a left-half zero through the feedback path. A block diagram of such a system is

depicted in Fig. 3.12. The feedforward path through the feedback network has

been merged together with the forward gain path of the amplifier. Ihe admit

tance of the feedback network is designated as Yf. If a zero is introduced in the

loop gain expression via Yf, two additional poles appear. Although these non-

dominant poles are at high frequencies, they are sufficiently close to the zero

such that the desired circular root locus can not be attained. The situation gravi-



Figure 3.12
Zero Insertion Through the Feedback Network
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tates when the amplifier is assumed to contain an internal non-dominant pole.

Now the closed loop system is characterized as a four-pole system—one dominant

pole and three high frequency poles which are all in the vicinity of the zero. Under

this condition, it is extremely difficult to design a controllable feedback system.
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To demonstrate this point, qualitative sketches of two possible root lociare shown

in Fig. 3.13.
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3.3. Theoretical limit of Maximum Attainable Bandwidth

So far in this chapter, we have described and analyzed a frequency compen

sation scheme that yields a fast and well-behaved step response. For a given set

of open loop parameters of an amplifier, what is the maximum attainable

bandwidth (speed) that is theoretically possible? An attempt will be made to shed

some light to this question.

As mentioned earlier, most amplifiers can be accurately characterized as a

second order system. The parameters that describe such amplifiers are

Si the dominant pole;

Sp the lowest non-dominant pole;

z0 the left-half plane zero; and

Og the open loop low frequency gain.

In a closed loop configuration, the denominator of the transfer function can be

generally expressed in the following form:

D(s) =4"+2-%-s +1• (3.29)
The coefficients of the polynomial for the two-pole and for the two-pole, one-zero

feedback systems are given below.

Two-Pole System

1^1 1
C3

"n SP VofoSl
(3.30a)

1*1 * g-Sp (3.30b)

Two-Pcle, One-Zero System
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-V* 7 (3'30c)p2 Sp OtfoSi

2s?
1+ "•/«** (3.30d)

In both systems, if a9f9sl is greater than —«p. the poles become complex. Then,

On is the magnitude of the complex pole, and o represents its real part. An exam

ple is illustrated in Fig. 3.14. To obtain a stable and well-behaved system, the

open loop feedforward, right-half zero Zf must satisfy the following constraints:

Zf > Oq f0Si and Zf > ze.

Eqns. 3.30a through 3.30d contain a wealth of important information.

1. on is a fixed quantity for a given loop gain Og/0. If the poles are negative and

real, their geometric mean is always equal to un. If the poles are complex,

their magnitude is also always equal to un. In such a case, increasing the real

part or, decreases the imaginary part tip. Therefore, increasing the speed

(large a) lowers the Q of the poles. This is exactly what is done by the zero

insertion compensation.

2. To design for maximum bandwidth and speed, both the open loop unity gain

frequency a^Si and the non-dominant pole frequency sp should be maxim

ized.

3. The single-pole, closed loop corner frequency a^fgSi must be in excess of

'T'Sp to force the formation of the complex pole pair. If a,/0 st < —sp, it is

advised not to insert the zero. The zero compensation improves the system

response only when the loop gain is sufficient to form a complex pole pair.

Otherwise, the zero degrades the step response of the system.
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Complex Pole Pair in the S-Plane

4. To reap the full benefits of the zero insertion compensation, the open loop

zero z, must be located beyond, but as close to sp as possible. Under such

condition, the real part of the complex pole is at its maximum for the given

loop gain. Furthermore, the Q of the complex pole pair is guaranteed to be



less than unity. The real part is

The results of the analysis are recapitulated in Table 3.1.

Criteria for stability and controllability

*/ > o^f0s(and

Zf > z0

50

MAXIMUM USABLE BANDWIDTH

Two-Pole System 1 '* 4 ^ Ig-Spl/Oo/oSi * X*P

OofoSlifOgfsSi < j-Sp

Two-Pole, ^ie-Zero System YSP + %'a'f'si V^/o** * J*sp

•^•a9f0siifa0f9sl <i-s.

Table 3.1
Maximum Bandwidth for Two-Pole and

Two-Pole, One-Zero Systems



CHAPTER 4

THE SELECTION OF AMPLIFIER TOPOLOGY

In chapter 2 the conditions that are necessary to design a fast and well-

behaved amplifiers were determined. In this chapter the results of *>»«« investiga

tion are used to explore the trade-offs that are involved in the design of high

speed integrators for switched-capacitor filters. An amplifier topology that is

best suited for such an application is presented.

4.1. Performance Requirements of the Amplifier

The fast settling amplifiers that are used to implement high frequency and

high selectivity switched-capacitor filters must satisfy the following requirements.

1. Oq , the minimum open loop gain. This is dictated by the gain stability and the

selectivity Q of the filter.

2. OqSi, the minimum gain-bandwidth product This is one of the parameter that

determines the closed loop bandwidth.

3. Sp, the minimum frequency location of the first non-dominant pole. sp, in

conjunction with OgSi, sets the maximum attainable closed loop bandwidth

and speed. The clock frequency and the required selectivity of the filter dic

tate the minimum frequency of sp.

4. Cm, the minimum transconductance of the amplifier. Although G^ affects the

gain and the bandwidth, the primary concern in switched-capacitor appiica-

Gm
tions is the stability, -—-must exceed a0f0sl at all times.

Q
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5. SP, the minimum slew rate. The slew rate along with the maximum load

capacitance sets the minimum bias current requirement for the amplifier.
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4.2. Single-Stage and Two-Stage Amplifiers

In order to attain high speed operation, the number of poles of the amplifier

must be kept to a minimum. Preferably, there should be no more than two poles.

This restriction limits the possible amplifier topologies to a single-stage or a two-

stage design. A very general representation of the two topologies are presented

in Fig. 4.1. The three terminal small-signal model of the active devices are

characterized by a transconductance of gm and an output resistance of r0. For

the sake of simplicity, all load elements are assumed to be perfect loads and are

depicted as ideal current sources.

The two-stage amplifier, which drives a capacitive load of Q, consists of a

cascade of two inverters. To guarantee stability, a Miller capacitor Q frequency

compensates the amplifier. The dominant pole st appears at the output node of

the first stage, and is equal to 5 r-. The sole non-dominant pole sp, due

r-
rol timZrQzCs

to the interaction between the load capacitor CL and the transconductance of the

ond stage, is given by ^~_. The low frequency gain is j^mir0lf bm2ro2 •whichsec is

9mlthe product of the gain of the two stages. The gain-bandwidth product is r . To

be consistent with the notation used in Chapter 2, the low frequency gain is

denoted as a,, the dominant pole as st, the non-dominant pole as sp, and the

gain-bandwidth product as OgSj.

The single-stage cascode is composed of the driver Dx, the cascode device

D%% and an ideal current source as the load. It drives a capacitive load Q which

also acts as the compensation capacitor. Cp is the lumped parasitic capacitance

present at the low impedance cascode node. The dominant pole, which appears at

the output node, is approximately equal to -. : : The sole non-dominant

jr02jm2r9i
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pole at the cascode node is given by -77-: The low frequency gain is described by

the following relationship

=-femiki// ;r-l+ -r- bmZfoZ// Rl] (4.1)

where Rt is the output resistance of the current source load. If Rt is greater than

the output resistance ro2 of the cascode, the gain expression reduces to

Oo * -pmi^ijtmzroej • (4.2)
This is the same overall gain as the two-stage amplifier. However, if Rt < ro2, the

gain is

«o w -9m\roz ' (4-3)
Thus, it is essential to make Ri » ro2 to obtain a high gain. The gain-bandwidth

product is
9m \

To compare the performance of these two amplifiers, we will impose the fol

lowing conditions: Q. = Q, Cp < Ce, and /j = /2 = 70. This forces both

amplifiers to have identical slew rates. The four key performance parameters are

tabulated in Table 4.1.



PARAMETER

Og, low frequency gain

S(, dominant pole

spt non-dominant pole

OgSi, gain-bandwidth product

SINGLE-STAGE

pm*o

F•9mTM

9m

9m

Table 4.1
The Performance of Single-Stage

and Two-Stage Amplifiers

TWO-STAGE

Vmr9\

ropm*"oQ

9m

9m
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The only difference between the single-stage and the two-stage amplifiers is the

location of the non-dominant pole. In general, since Cp < Q, the single-stage

topology has a much higher frequency sp than the two-stage. This is a very

important consideration in light of the results presented in Chapter 2. For max

imum speed and bandwidth, the product a^/gSiSp must be maximized. Thus, it is

clearly evident that the single-stage amplifier has the potential for high speed

operation. The single-stage has another significant advantage over the two-stage.

The non-dominant pole of the former is totally independent of any parameter

external to the amplifier; while that of the latter is determined by Q, the capaci

tive load of the amplifier. Thus, the closed loop performance of the former is very

predictable and controllable.
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4.3. Single-Stage Amplifiers

An MOS implementation of the single-stage cascode amplifier is shown in Fig.

4.2. The transistors M\ and M2 are the driver and the cascode devices, respec

tively. Q is the capacitive load, and CpX and Cp2 represent the parasitic capaci

tance that are present at the cascode node. In this schematic, Cp xis the gate-to-

VfelA*
o—

Vn

o-

+

©*

wI—1

1
4 Vo

4—♦

Figure 4.2
An MOS Single-Stage Cascode Amplifier
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source capacitance of the cascode device, and Cp2 is the junction capacitance of

the diffusions of Mx and M2. Typically. CpX overwhelms CpZ. Thus, the non-

dominant pole Sp is approximately equal to $?p which is the fT of the cascode
device. If the amplifier is properly designed, its closed loop bandwidth can be

made to approach and even exceed s-/r °f the cascode element.

The transconductance of MOSFETs is proportional to the square root of the

bias current, and the output resistance is inversely proportional to the current.

Therefore, the overall gain is inversely proportional to the current, and the non-

dominant pole goes as the square root of the bias current Thus, to design for high

gain, the bias current must be kept low. but for high speed operation, it should be

made as large as possible. These conflicting constraints make the design of high

gain and high speed amplifiers very difficult. The basic limitation becomes clear

when the amplifier in Fig. 4.2 is scrutinized The slew rate and the capacitive load

set the lower limit of the bias current. The minimum gain requirement, which is

dictated by the filter, establishes the upper limit of the current. Staying within

these two bounds, both the gain-bandwidth product and the non-dominant pole

location must be maximized. In this configuration, since the same current source

biases both the driver and the load devices, Og, Sp, and B,st can not be controlled

and optimized independently.

A very simple solution to this problem is shown in Fig. 4.3. In this

configuration, an additional current source 72 boosts the bias current flowing

through the driver. Now, sp and OgSi can be independently optimized to obtain the

desired gain and frequency characteristics.



Figure 4.3
An Improved Single-Stage Cascode Amplifier
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4.4. Current Mirroring and Current Steering Amplifiers

Two single-stage amplifiers that allow independent current control of the

load and driver are shown in Fig. 4.4. The circuit in Fig 4.4a is dubbed a "current

steering" circuit since the current is "steered" between the driver and the load.

In the circuit depicted in Fig. 4.4b, the current is "mirrored" between the load
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Figure 4.4
Current Steering and Current Mirroring Amplifiers

and the driver by means of a current mirror. The simplicity of these two topolo

gies applies very well for very high speed operation.

The CMOS implementation of the current mirroring and the current steering

amplifiers are shown in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. Their differential mode,

small-signal half-circuits are also shown. For both topologies, Cp is the total

parasitic capacitance at node A Q is the load capacitance, and Rx is the
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equivalent output resistance of the current source load. It is assumed that

/?i » ro2 and RL » rc2. The key performance parameters of both amplifiers are

listed in Table 4.2.
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CURRENT CURRENT

MIRRORING STEERING

AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER

do. open loop gain

5{, dominant pole

OgSi, gain-bandwidth product

sp, non-dominant pole

#0ml*o3

1

ro9Ct

„9ml

9mZ

5

9m lr91 9m2ro2

1

. Clro29m2rol

9m 1

Q

9m2

Table 4.2
Performance Parameters of the Current Mirroring

and the Current Steering Amplifiers

If the open loop gain is the only concern, both configurations can easily meet the

minimum gain requirement. This is done by selecting the right bias currents for

the driver and the load branches in manner similar to a two-stage amplifier

design. The major difference between the two lies in the non-dominant pole loca

tion. If only the gate-to-source capacitance is considered, Cp of the current mir

roring amplifier is equal to the sum of the gate-to-source capacitance of the

current mirror Mz and A/3, while Cp of the current steering amplifier is the gate-

to-source capacitance of M%. Therefore, the non-dominant pole of the latter is at

a much higher frequency than that of the former. As a consequence, the current

steering configuration exhibits a superior frequency and transient response.
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4.5. The Folded-Cascode Amplifier

The current steering amplifier that is shown in Fig. 4.6 is a common-source,

common-gate or a cascode amplifier. Tlris amplifier is folded over at the cascode

node giving it the alias of folded-cascode amplifier. In order to implement our

experimental high frequency filters, a fully-differential version of the folded-

cascode amplifier is required [1, 12]. In Fig. 4.7 a fully-differential version is

shown. The high impedance current source loads are implemented by a pair of

cascoded n-channel devices. JHX through MA. The p-channel current sources Ms

and Mq provide the bias current for the amplifier. The proper apportioning of this

current between the load and the driver branches is effected through the n-

Wchannel current sources Mn, M$ and M4. The ratio of the — of //3 and MA to Mn

determines the load to driver current ratio.

4.5.1. Differential Mode Behavior

The differential mode half-circuit is shown in Fig. 4.8. To simply the analysis,

the p-channel current sources Ms and Ms are represented as R9 which is their

equivalent output resistance; the cascode current source loads Mx through M+ are

modeled by RL; and the output and the cascode node capacitive loads are shown

as Q and Cp, respectively.

Low Frequency Gain

Tne low frequency gain is given by the following expression



Figure 4.7
The Fully-Differential Folded-Cascode Amplifier
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gm9 is the transconductance of the input driven

g0q is the output conductance of the driver;

Q is the output conductance of the p-channel current sources Hs and A/a;

and

T7— is the incremental resistance seen looking into the source of the

cascode element M7.

It is interesting to note that R^ is larger than when the load resistance Rt
9m7

exceeds the output resistance ro7 of the cascode device. A re-arranged form of

Eqn. 4.4 is shown below

G = ~ 9m9ro9 9m7ro7

'

1

'

1 +

i

*•*
ro0 '

Rjn,
i

1 +
(4.5)

"When Rt » ro7, R^ » roQ, and Rs » ro9, the overall gain asymptotically

approaches that of a two-stage amplifier. However, if Rt < ro7 the gain drops to

G « -gm9Ri (4.6)
which is the gain for a simple inverter. Thus, to attain high gain, Ri and Rt should

be made to exceed the output resistance of both the driver and the cascode dev

ices.

Frequency Response

The folded-cascode amplifier has two major poles, the dominant pole at the out

put node, and a non-dominant pole at the cascode node. The dominant pole is

given by
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st = - Ct[Rt//Ru]
Rt = r9Z 1+ 9m2ro4 (4.7)

Ru = rt07

Ru is the effective resistance looking into the drain of the cascode device M7. The

non-dominant pole is given by

1
SP s "

Cp r99//Rs//
9m7

B3 —
0m7

(4.S)

CL is the total capacitance that is present at the cascode node. It is comprised of

the gate-to-source capacitance Cgs of the cascode device and the sum of the junc

tion capacitance Cd associated with the diffusions of the driver, the p-channel

current source, and the cascode device. To optimize the speed performance of

the amplifier, sp must be maximized. sp can be re-expressed as

= -3E-+ —2-
9m7 9m7

- f< + 7, •

For a constant current biasing, it can be shown that

i. 2.
'2 r zrt a C^ Wz L

t, a q W2 L2 D •
CoX is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area, and CJ is the junction capacitance

per unit area. W is the channel width, L is the channel length, and D is the

minimum width of contacted source and drain diffusion. C^. Q and D are fixed

parameters for a given technology. The intrinsic and extrinsic delays, t» and t,,

(4.9)

(4.10)
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are plotted qualitatively as a function of Wand L in Fig. 4.9. For a typical 3 fxm.

CMOS technology. C^ is approximately 20 to 30 times Cj, and D is on the order of

10 jim. Even at the minimum channel length of 3jjm, the intrinsic delay dom

inates over the extrinsic delay. Thus, in order to minimize the total delay, a

minimum channel length device should be used as the cascode element. How

ever, if the junction capacitance of both the p-channel current source and the

driver is included, r, becomes comparable to t<. In such a case, s„ is approxi

mately equal to «-/7- A typical numerical example is shown below.

Example

W _ 100 , N

/«« = 100 mA

sp(NM0S) * 200 MHz
Sp(PMOS) * 100 MHz

Typically, an NMOS cascode has a 2 to 1 advantage in speed over a PMOS version

owing to the difference in mobility. It seems that the former implementation will

result as a faster circuit than the latter. This, however, is not entirely true. If. the

n-channel devices are replaced by p-channel devices and vice versa, in the circuit

depicted in Fig. 4.7, the performance actually degrades. In order to account for

W
the mobility difference, the -=- of the devices needs to be increased. This results

as a proportionate increase in the gate-to-source capacitance of the drivers which

ultimately decreases the loop gain of the closed loop system, and thus reduces
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the bandwidth. Furthermore, the p-channel devices exhibit poorer output

characteristics compared with the n-channel devices, especially at high current

levels. This results as a reduction of the overall gain.

Optimization of the Transient Response

If adequate loop gain is available (i.e. if a,/^ > —Sp ). it is recommended to

insert a left-half plane zero in the transfer function of the amplifier. This zero is

incorporated in the folded-cascode amplifier by adding a feedforward capacitor

Cfj across the cascode element The circuit schematic and the differential mode,

small-signal equivalent half-circuit are shown in Fig. 4.10. The addition of C//

loads both the output and the cascode nodes, but it does not create any addi

tional poles. The zero and the new non-dominant pole locations are

- - 9m7

«• - 9m7

? " " C? +Cff <4-n)

Sp z0

At first glance due to the additional loading of the cascode node by the feedfor

ward capacitor, it appears that the closed loop bandwidth may be lower than the

uncompensated case. To compare the two cases, the real parts of the correspond

ing complex pole pair are shown below.

Uncompensated Case

Compensation with a Zero
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Insertion of the Left-Half Plane Zero
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i+3
Zt

(4.12)

Typically. z0 > sp and o^/oS* > sp. Thus, it is safe to conclude that a0 is greater

than a. Even with the additional loading due to C/f, it is still beneficial to compen

sate with a left-half zero.

4.5.2. Common Mode Behavior

One of the difficulties encountered in designing a fully-differential amplifier is

controlling its common mode behavior. Specifically, the amplifier must have

sufficient common mode signal rejection and a well-defined quiescent DC output

voltage. Furthermore, for high speed operation the common mode transient

response needs to be as fast as the differential mode response. Thus, a fully-

differential amplifier can be thought of as a merged amplifier. A conceptual

diagram of a merged amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.11. In order to control the com

mon mode response, the common mode amplifier samples the outputs v0l and

v0g. and feeds back a common mode correction signal to the differential mode

amplifier [13]. This CM amplifier should have a very low DM-to-CM and CM-to-DM

conversion gain. A schematic diagram of a fully-differential, folded-cascode

amplifier with common mode feedback is shown in Fig. 4.12. Tne CMFB block

feeds the common mode error signal to the gates of M^ and M4 in order to stabil

ize the common mode component of the output voltages. This feedback loop

attempts to control the common mode output by decreasing the common mode

output resistance. The common mode, small-signal half-circuit is shown in Fig.

4.13. Ru is the equivalent resistance seen looking into the drain of the cascode

element (Eqn. 4.7), and C0 is the gain of the common mode feedback block. The

loop gain and the resulting common mode output resistance are
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Conceptual Representation of a Fully-Differential Amplifier
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Figure 4.12
A Fully-Differential. Folded-Cascode Amplifier with

Common Mode Feedback
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Figure 4.13
Common Mode, Small-Signal Half-Circuit

Afoop « —C0 gm4ro4 9m2ro2

1

(4.13)

"«em - -~— (4.14)
^•o 9mA

In order to preserve the high differential mode gain, the common mode feed

back circuit must not feed any differential mode signal into the gates of M$ and

M4. Asymmetry within the CMFB block results as a non-zero signal. Vem even fro

pure differential outputs, the spurious J£m amplified by Mi and M4 is then fed

back to the output. Negative feedback is applied to one output, while positive

feedback is applied to the other. However, as long as Mx through M4 are perfectly

matched, the amount of feedback that is applied to either output is the same.

Therefore, the correction signal is purely common mode, and thus, the
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differential output remains unaffected by the asymmetry within the CMFB block.

In presence of a small mismatch in Mi through M4 in addition to the asym

metry in the CMFB block, the correction signal to the output consists of both

common mode and differential mode components. The fractional differential

mode correction signal due to the mismatch is

'0(t *% • ♦ * •
V— * ~ C*9m2To2 9mATo4

where

(4.17)

ro2 9m4

9m2 = g^ml +9m2)> 9m4 ="rfamZ +9m*)*

&9m2 = 9m2 " 9ml* &9m* ~ 9m4 " 9m2*

r0*z =g^ro2 +rol)« ro\ = g^ro4 +ros)»

Ar02 = ro2 - r0 j, and Aro4 = ro4 - ro3.

Several types of process variation can cause the transconductance and output

resistance mismatches. W and L variations caused by photolithography and thin

film etching are the major causes of mismatch. Because analog circuits employ

devices whose gate width is much larger than its length, the channel length varia

tion LL creates a larger fractional mismatch in gm and r0. The fractional

mismatches *m and -^-; that are the result of AZ, tend to offset each other
9m ro

since gm is proportional to ~p while r0 is proportional to L. From Fig. 4.13, the
Ju

differential mode output resistance, in presence of all possible mismatches within

the common mode feedback loop, can be determined. The computed differential

mode output resistance is
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1+W*u

slem «

Q

spem «
9m7

*cm w
2?m9

A« &9m4
AC0
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9m4 t

where Ru is the equivalent resistance seen looking into the drain of the cascode

Aom4
device, AQ is the fractional mismatch of the gain of the CMFB block, and is

9m4

the fractional mismatch of M4. For a typical 4 sigma tolerance in photolithogra

phy and thin film etching, the fractional variation in L is a few percent. Thus, the

decrease in the differential mode output resistance is nominally less than one

percent. Therefore, device mismatch within the common mode feedback loop has

a minimal effect on the differential mode performance.

Transient Response

Since the common mode gain is intentionally made very small, the resulting

closed loop pole location is nearly identical to that of the open loop case. The

common mode transfer function contains at least three poles. The approximate

location of the poles are

Go 9m4

(4.18)

The pole stem associated with the output node is at a much higher frequency due

to the lowering of the output resistance by the common mode feedback. Spcm is

identical to sp, the differential mode cascode node pole, and is the highest fre

quency pole of the three. For a common mode input, the source node of the input

differential pair can no longer be considered as a virtual ground. Thus, the capaci

tance p"Qa^. which is approximately equal to the gate-to-source capacitance of
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the input driver M$, contributes an additional pole sem. This pole is on the order

of the ff of /r/g. Therefore, the common mode transient response is determined

primarily by s^, which is the lowest pole. Thus, to attain a fast common mode

response, the transconductance of M4 should be made as large as possible.

In reality, there are several other poles present within the local common

mode feedback loop. There is a pole at the source node of M%. The CMFB block

may also contribute an additional pole. Because the loop gain is large for this

local feedback loop, the poles may become complex. Thus, frequency compensa

tion may be necessary to guarantee a well-behaved response.

The local common mode feedback can be implemented in several ways. Fig.

4.14 shows one of the implementations. In this scheme MA and M3, which operate

in their triode region, sample the output voltages V0l and Vo2, and feed a common

mode error signal to the source of M$ and M4. Because UA and Mq operate in the

triode region, the CMFB block transfer gain C0 is much less than unity. If C0 is

V
defined as the ratio -r~, where Vee is the common mode component of the out-

put, we obtain

Co = 9mro

V* * - (4.19)voe - vT l _ Vz
V- ~ Vt

LVX
where C9 represents the small-signal common mode gain ——about the operat-

ing point In order to obtain maximum output swing, Vx is held at several hundred

millivolts. Thus, Q, is on the order of 0.2 at most This low value results as a sub

stantially higher common mode output resistance that ultimately limits the

speed of the common mode response.



Figure 4.14
CMFB Using the Triode Operated Devices
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As previously mentioned, the CMFB block should have a very small

differential mode to common mode conversion gain i4em-*n. Fig. 4.15 shows the

schematic representation of the triode region operated CMFB block. Vol and Vo2

are the output voltages and I0 is the bias current. The relationship between the

outputs and the correction common mode signal Vs is given by
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Figure 4.15
Triode Region Operated CMFB Block
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(4.20)

Here, the outputs are assumed to be pure differential signals. The small-signal,

dV
differential-to-common mode conversion gain .4cjn-*n is found by computing f ,

dvd

and is equal to

Acm-dm = 0 (4.21)

Thus, barring any mismatch between Ma and Ms. the triode operated common

mode feedback has no adverse effect on the differential response of the cascode

amplifier. The sole disadvantage is that the common mode response is slow.
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In order to improve the common mode transient performance, the common

mode output resistance needs to be reduced. This requires a large gain of the

CMFB block. A scheme that utilizes a differential source follower as the CMFB

block is shown in Fig. 4.16. The source foUowers MA and Mg sample the outputs

Voi and Vo2, and apply a common mode correction voltage Vx to the gates of A/3

and JH^r.If R0 is large in comparison to -p-of MA and MB. Co will be approxi-
jrTTl

mately equal to unity. Then the common mode output resistance is given by
9mA

This assures a reasonably fast common mode response. Since MA and MB operate

Figure 4.16
CMFB Using Differential Source Follower

/V
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in the square law regime, V9 is no longer linearly related to V9l and V92. This non

linear distortion becomes noticeable when the output swing becomes large.

Assuming a purely differential mode operation, the relationship between Vx and

the output is described by

*\2

a .„--._ ... .. +G-!*~VX-VT (4.22)
Ro

The small-signal differential-to-common mode conversion gain Aem-dm is given by

dV* a-^r , and is
d/d

dVs

/, =d-J-- vx-vT

"* ~47-47r--l_ (4'23)4Kx 47r Gff0
where G = i~"T-fc- The above can be approximated as

i4cm-dm * J" Kjj +Kr <4'24>
Thus, Agm^bn increases as the differential output swing increases. However, this

conversion gain will not exceed 0.25.

4.5.3. Biasing Circuit

The fully-differential folded-cascode amplifier, which is shown if Fig. 4.7,

requires four bias voltages. Astring of diode-connected devices that replicate Ms

through J5/8 can be utilized to generate the bias voltages. Such a simple scheme,

however, severely limits the output voltage swing. As an example, the negative

going output swing is limited to approximately - Va + VT + &Vu4 + AJfo where &V

is defined as

Vim*V » -v / IT" (4.25)
L

The voltage swing limitation is even more severe in the positive direction due to a
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smaller intrinsic gain factor kp of the PMOS devices and due to the larger current

conducted by the P-channei current sources.

A biasing circuit that overcomes this output swing problem is shown in Fig.

4.17a. A level shifting DC voltage source whose voltage is equal to the threshold

voltage VT is inserted between the gates of M& and M^. If the devices have the

same iL ratio, the lower device Mar is biased at the edge of saturation with a
Lt

drain-to-source voltage equal to AV. Under this condition, the voltage across the

cascode current source can drop to within 2A7of the negative supply rail. A prac

tical implementation of the high-swing cascode bias is shown in Fig. 4.17b. All

devices have identical channel length and width, except MA whose channel width

is only one-fourth of the rest. This forces the lower cascode device to be biased at

the edge of saturation with a drain-to-source voltage ofbV.
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CHAPTER 5

TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS

The technology ultimately limits the performance of any analog or digital

system. In the analog MOS world, the CMOS technology is preferred over the NMOS

because of improved gain and frequency performance due to its complementary

devices. Bulk CMOS technologies can be subdivided into the P-Well. N-Well, or

Twin-Tub processes. Currently, the majority of CMOS technology is of the N-Well

type. However, the fifth generation CMOS (one micron and sub-micron feature

size) processes will most likely be either P-Well or Twin-Tub variety. The suppres

sion of the unwanted parasitic devices, such as the lateral and vertical bipolar

structures, necessitates the switch away from the N-Well topology.

As the effective channel length falls below the 3 ym mark, device design

begins to play a very important role. The first order device parameters - output

conductance, threshold voltage, body-effect parameter, incrementad junction

capacitance and punchthrough voltage - are all affected by three basic process

ing parameters; the substrate doping, the channel doping and the drain-source

junction depth. As the device and the interconnect features are scaled down, the

second and third order effects begin to affect the device performance. Velocity

saturation, finite channel thickness and diffusion resistance begin to degrade the

transconductance of the MOS transistor. The fringing electric field begins to play

a major part in the interconnect and the overlap capacitances. Thus, at the one

micron level and below, the system level performance is determined by the

parasitic and the extrinsic device characteristics.

87
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In this chapter, we will present the design considerations for an high perfor

mance CMOS technology aimed for analog LSI applications. Some of the antici

pated problems in technology and circuit design will be presented.

5.1. The CMOS Technology

High frequency analog systems require amplifiers that have a wide closed-

loop bandwidth. From the discussion presented in chapter 2, such amplifiers must

have a large open loop gain and a very high frequency non-dominant pole. The

CMOS technology is especially suited to implement such high performance

amplifiers in the simplest circuit configuration. The complementary active loads

produce a large gain without resorting to sophisticated gain enhancement tech

niques [13, 14]. The simple circuit configurations result in a very wide bandwidth.

The majority of the current 3 fjm CMOS processes are of the N-Well version.

The main reason behind this choice is the fact that the NMOS devices, which are

fabricated in the lightly doped substrate, have smaller junction capacitance and

lower body-effect parameter than those of the P-Well type. This results as very

high performance NMOS devices. TheTwin-Tub process is also a viable technology.

Its strong point, perhaps, is the flexibility to independently tailor the device per

formance of the PMOS and NMOS transistors. This, however, comes at the expense

of added process complexity. At device geometry of 3/jm, the N-Well process will

yield both NMOS and PMOS transistors that operate as well as those fabricated in

the Twin-Tub process. However, for CMOS with device geometry of 1/xm and below,

the P-Well and the Twin-Tub processes will be required, primarily due to latch-up

problems.
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5.2. Device Performance—First Order Effects

The device parameters that affect the gain and the frequency response of an

amplifier are the channel length modulation parameter X, the threshold voltage

Vf, the body-effect parameter 7, the incremental junction capacitance Q, and

the drain-to-source punchthrough voltage Vpj. These parameters are inter

related and are affected by the substrate and the channel doping concentration.

5.2.1. Channel Length Modulation

The depletion region X^ between the channel and the drain diffusion modu

lates the effective electrical channel length L\fj. This depletion width is a func

tion of the threshold voltage, the drain-to-source voltage, and the channel doping

A/^. From the conventional formula for the depletion region of an n*-j> junction,

the drain end depletion width is expressed as

(5.1)Xdd =•>/*' (vd - W)
qNcH

The drain current can then be represented as

U « 1 I

where

Idtat - 1 *
" 2 L ^ Cox Vdmt

v. .
y/2zsqNchV9

[15] The output conductance is given by

a - *^L
So " dVd

'drat

2L y/*»**<£-V~> - {Vi - V^)

(5.2)

(5-3)



The MOS equivalent Early Voltage VA can be defined as

VA = 2
* ~ - 2.,

Now the output resistance is expressed as

ra =
too*

- 0&-K**)
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(5.4)

(5.5)

>From Eqn. 5.4 the output resistance can be improved by increasing the channel
doping near the 5t - St02 interface where the channel exists. However, N* also
affects the threshold voltage. Thus, the upper limit of N* is determined by the
threshold voltage.

Typically, the channel doping concentration is controlled by a single ion-
implantation. For a3/im process, the implantation energy and dose are adjusted
so that the surface concentration is on the order of 10ia cm"3. The depth of the

implant is nominally between 0.2 jm to 0.7 jim. Tig. 5.2 shows a profile of the
channel doping that was generated by SUPREM II. In order not to increase the

body sensitivity, the depth of the implant xj2 is tailored so that, under nominal

gate-to-body voltages, the implanted impurities are contained within the deple
tion region under the channel.

5.2.2. Threshold Voltage and Channel Length Modulation Trade-off

Eqn. 5.6 gives the threshold voltage expression for a long channel NMOS
transistor with an n* poly gate.

VT = -0.55 V+ §/n - Vims

On
2?
Co: (5.6)

Here. $/n is the surface potential of the channel region; 0, is the surface state
charge density: Q^ is the channel implantation dosage; and QB is the ionized
substrate charge under the channel. The channel implant affects the *, and the
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Qimp terms. For a typical 3 fim N-Well CMOS process. &.
= 0.417 and

«£r_| = 0.237. assuming an NA of 5x 1014 cm"3. VBS =07. and x,, =50nm.

Thus, to obtain a threshold voltage of 0.77,

tvmp

Go*
+|$/n] = 1.387 (5.7)

If the channel doping distribution can be approximated as a "box" distribution, we

have
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Co*
•+ 7rln = 1.38 7 (5.8)

where x;- = £•( x;1 +x^2 )• Solving for N^ x;-, which is equal to the total implant

dose, we obtain

q^ =0*2- =5x10n cm"'.

A} is nominally designed to be equal to the junction depth of the source-drain

diffusions. For a 3 yxn technology, Xj is about 0.35/xm. The resulting channel dop

ing concentration N^ is 1.0 x 1018 cm"3. Adevice that is biased right at the edge

of saturation will have a Vd - Vdsat * 2$^. The corresponding Early voltage VA of

such a 3/xm channel device is 12.6 V. Its output resistance is 128 Ktl at a bias

current of 100fiA. Table 5.1 lists the measured and the computed Early voltages

of NMOS devices operating at Vd - !£,<* of 2 V. In order to improve the output

characteristic of the short-channel devices, the channel doping must be

increased; however, this results as an increase in the threshold voltage.

CHANNEL LENGTH
(jjm)

MEASURED

Va 00
COMPUTED

vAm

3.3 27 21

4.3 31.5 29

6.3 51 45

TABLE 5.1

Measured and Computed Early Voltages
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5.2.3. Threshold Voltage of Short-Channel Devices

As the channel length decreases, the threshold voltage also decreases. If the

channel length is reduced even more, the drain current becomes independent of

the gate voltage. This is due to the fact that the field lines emanating from the

drain terminate in the channel instead of in the substrate. Under this condition

the drain controls the I-V characteristics of the device. [16]. The influence of the

drain voltage on the channel can be reduced by decreasing the junction depth of

the source-drain diffusions and by increasing the substrate concentration.

Increasing the doping concentration of the substrate, however, enhances the body

sensitivity. For analog circuits applications, the modulation of the threshold vol

tage due to source-to-body voltage induces non-linear distortion. Thus, the drain-

induced threshold modulation must be suppressed by other methods.

By tailoring the channel doping profile as is shown in Fig. 5.3. the short-

channel threshold voltage sensitivity to drain voltage can be reduced without

increasing the body sensitivity. [17] A double implantation process generates this

desired profile. A very shallow implant determines the surface concentration of

the channel. A second deep implant, whose dose is slightly higher than the first,

creates the sub-surface peak that is placed beneath the n+ source-drain diffusion.

This sub-surface peak shields the channel from the field lines emanating from the

drain diffusion. Furthermore, since the depth of the deep channel implant is

about 0.7/4771, at the nominal operating voltage the depletion region under the

channel extends beyond the implanted region. This assures a low body sensitivity.

It should be noted that the doubly implanted channel profile is necessary only for
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2.0 jjjn technologies and beyond. For a typical 3 fjm technology, a channel doping

profile shown in Fig. 5.2 will suffice.

5.2.4. Punchthrough Voltage and Junction Capacitance

When the drain-to-source voltage is large enough to cause the electric field

from the drain to terminate at the source, a very large sub-surface drain-to-

source current conducts. This condition is termed as the sub-surface pun

chthrough. Thus, when punchthrough occurs, shunt current flows in the bulk to
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augment the conduction current in the surface inversion layer. An approximate

expression [18] for the punchthrough voltage Vpf is

^2

* - ^\- -^W1} - fa - H.) (5.9)

Fig. 5.4 shows the plot of the punchthrough voltage for different effective channel

lengths. If the channel is doped at 1016 cm'3, for channel lengths in excess of

2 fim, the device breakdown is caused by avalanche and not by punchthrough.

Thus, a channel doping level of 1018 cm"3 is adequate to realize a 10 V 3 yan. CMOS

process. In order for the devices to exhibit a good high frequency response, the

incremental junction capacitance must be minimized. Under nominal operating

voltages, the depletion region under the source-drain diffusions must range

beyond the doped channel region. If such a condition is met, the small-signal

capacitance is determined solely by the substrate doping leveL Using the channel

doping profile that is shown in Fig. 5.2 and employing the one-sided step junction

approximation, a reverse bias voltage of 3.8 V between the source-drain diffusion

and the substrate is sufficient to carry the depletion region past the highly

implanted channel area.

Another component of the junction capacitance is the peripheral capacitance

that is associated with the channel stop implantation. The cross section of an

NMOS device that shows this capacitive component is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. For a

typical 3 yjn CMOS process, the depth of the p-fieId channel stop implantation is

about 1 pan with an average surface concentration of 5 x 1018 cm'9. The segment

Xi of the n* diffusion that butts against the field implant is approximately

—rr x. +. The peripheral capacitance Co can no longer be neglected in analog-type
4 J**

devices whose channel width is large compared to its channel length.
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Punchthrough Voltage as a Function of Channel Length
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Example

Consider a device with 4- = ~ ^^ fabricated in 3 um technology. The
L 3/xro

minimum via size and the minimum spacing between features are 3 ym.. The n*

diffusion depth is 0.4 yxn. The dimensions of the diffusion is W by D or

300/xm x 9/zm. The ratio of the peripheral capacitance to the bottom-plate

capacitance is



&.„ ^/EL
Co

xi 2xt

WNA [D

—9— * 3"
5x 1018

5x 1014
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(5.10)

The capacitance ratio of Eqn. 5.7 is plotted in Fig. 5.6. For wide channel devices,

the ratio remains fixed at 1:3. However, as the channel width is reduced to the

critical width We, the peripheral capacitance begins to dominate. For a 3/zm

technology We is on the order of 10 ym.
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high dose high dose low dose low dose
—————

deep
implant

shallow

implant
deep

implant
shallow

implant
no

implant

Vt ++ 0 + 0 0

7 - 0 - 0 0

r. ++ + + 0 0

Vpt ++ 0 + 0 0

Cft — 0 0 0 0

Table 5.2

Effects of Channel Profile on Device Performance

+ improves
- degrades
0 no change

5.2.5. Optimal Channel Doping Profile

Table 5.2 summarizes how the channel doping profile affects the device

parameters. The change in the device parameters are compared to the unim-

planted case. + denotes improvement, - degradation, and 0 no change. The table

shows that a fairly deep channel implant (depth cf on the order of* the source-

drain junction) improves the short-channel characteristics. However, heavy

dosage degrades the body sensitivity parameter and increase the incremental

junction capacitance. Thus, the optimal channel implant is a deep and moderate

dosage implantation. For a 3/im CMOS, Nch is on the order of 1016 cm'3 with a
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high dose high dose low dose low dose

deep
implant

shallow

implant
deep

implant
shallow

implant
no

implant

Vj ++ 0 + 0 0

7 - 0 - 0 0

To ++ + + 0 0

VfT ++ 0 + 0 0

<* — 0 0 0 0

Table 5.2

Effects of Channel Profile on Device Performance

+ improves
- degrades
0 no change

5.2.5. Optimal Channel Doping Profile

Table 5.2 summarizes how the channel doping profile affects the device

parameters. The change in the device parameters are compared to the unim-

planted case. + denotes improvement, - degradation, and 0 no change. The table

shows that a fairly deep channel implant (depth of on the order of the source-

drain junction) improves the short-channel characteristics. However, heavy

dosage degrades the body sensitivity parameter and increase the incremental

junction capacitance. Thus, the optimal channel implant is a deep and moderate

dosage implantation. For a 3jj.m CMOS, NCh is on the order of 10,e cm'2 with a
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depth of 0.6/xm.

5.3. Scaled CMOS

If the effective channel length is reduced to 1 pan and below, second and

third order effects begin to dominate the device performance. The transconduc-

tance levels off due to velocity saturation; finite channel resistance and diffusion

sheet resistance reduce the current gain: and the frequency response degrades

due to the increase in parasitic capacitance caused by fringing field. Further

more, to overcome the latch-up problem, a major structural change becomes

necessary.

5.3.1. Velocity Saturation

To understand the device operation when the velocity saturates, a first order

model is derived. Let us assume that, on the average, the drift velocity of the car

riers within the channel approaches the limiting value of v„t. The transit time

from the source to the drain is

t„ = hiL. (5.11)
V90t

Due to velocity saturation, the transit time is no longer affected by the drain-to-

source voltage V&. The drain current is given by

where Qefi is the total channel charge [19]

Q* = WLQvty-Vr) (5.13)
Thus, under the condition of velocity saturation, the drain current is independent

of V& and is represented as
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or

The transconductance ttt"*5 now independent of the gate bias voltage Vg. Furth
er

ermore, Jd - V* characteristic is now flat: that is, the output resistance is

infinite. However, for a real device, Id increases with V&. For a short-channel dev

ice, moderate V^ can modulate the drain current through DIBL (drain-induced

barrier lowering) [20], and avalanche at the drain. Thus, Eqn. 5.3 is no longer valid

for devices with channel lengths less than 1 pan.

5.3.2. Diffusion and Contact Resistance

As the dimensions are scaled down, the parasitic resistance of the diffusion

and the contact begins to play an increasingly important role in detennining the

device performance. At the source end of the device, any parasitic resistance that

appears in series with the channel degrades the transconductance. The drain

current can be expressed as

1 -4-

Rch ,

(5.15)

where R9 is the total parasitic resistance at the source and R^ is the channel

resistance,

£-• f*G. (K-- *1 (5\16)
The source resistance Rs consists of the diffusion resistance and the contact

resistance. Both components increase in magnitude with scaling.

The diffusion resistance is inversely proportional to the junction depth.

Since short-channel devices require very shallow diffusions to suppress DIBL. as a

consequence, the sheet resistivity increases. One method to overcome this prob

lem is to employa double implanted diffusion as is shown in Fig. 5.7. [21]. In this
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structure, the channel modulation by the drain is suppressed by the shallow n

diffusion. The series ohmic resistance is minimized by the deep, heavily doped n*

diffusion. Further reduction of the parasitic resistance is achieved by forming a

silicide layer on top ofthe diffusion. Now most of the current is conducted though

the low resistance silicide layer.
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5.3.3. Finite Channel Thickness

A cross sectional view of an NMOS device is shown in Fig. 5.8. In the figure xox

and Xca are the gate oxide thickness and the channel thickness, respectively. The

induced channel charge Q& is proportional to the voltage that is dropped across

the oxide. If the channel capacitance is taken into account, the channel charge is

Qeh = Co* Vox

= Cox (Vg, - VT)
Ceh (5.17)

Co* + Qj,

Typically, xeh is on the order of 5 nm. If x9X is larger than x^. Eqn. 5.14 can be

(s

i0 <

•

%
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* y /
i
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\

Xo*

Figure 5.8
Finite Channel Thickness
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approximated as

^-c„-l^fa-vT) {5ia)
Oh

For a typical 3 pan process, the decrease in the channel charge due to finite

channel tickness is only 1.6%. However, this effect can no longer be ignored for

processes with thin gate dielectric.

5.3.4. Composite Effects

The effects of velocity saturation, parasitic source resistance and the finite

channel thickness can be combined to obtain the expression for transconduc

tance gm [22]

W n 1 1 1 ,„ VN

1 1+ *t_i+&_1+A. (5-19)
LVsoi -Let, itch,

As the device dimensions shrink, the transconductance initially increases due to

the improvement of the average mobility value. Once velocity saturation sets in,

the gm levels off. Further scaling degrades the transconductance due to the finite

channel thickness and parasitic source resistance.

5.3.5. Hot Carrier Effects

As the channel length decreases, the diffusions are made • shallower to

suppress drain-induced barrier lowering and electrostatic feedback from the

drain. The doping concentration of the diffusion is increased in order to reduce

the sheet resistance. This, in turn, causes the electric field near the drain to

approach the critical value. Impact ionization due to the high field creates

electron-hcle pairs. The electrons are sv/ept toward the gate, and the holes drift
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into the substrate. The energetic electrons that are swept by the gate-to-drain

electric field may become trapped within the gate dielectric material. The

trapped electrons cause the threshold voltage to shift in the positive direction.

This may lead to long-term reliability problems.

The holes created through impact ionization drift into the substrate. Part of

them find their way to the source diffusion. If the magnitude of this hole current

is large enough to cause a substantial ohmic voltage drop, the pn diode (source-

substrate diode) may turn on. The injected minority carriers (electrons) are

swept into the collector (drain diffusion). Now, this parasitic lateral bipolar

transistor causes the MOS device to latch-up [23]. The maximum drain-to-source

voltage that can be applied is a function of the gate voltage, the channel length

and the substrate resistivity. A large gate voltage increases the channel current

and, in turn, enhances the impact ionization hole current. High resistivity sub

strate results as higher ohmic voltage drop. Therefore, a low resistivity substrate

is necessary to suppress the turn-on of the lateral parasitic bipolar transistor.

5.3.6. Latch-Up Control

In CMOS technology, the parasitic NPN and PNP devices can turn on under

certain set of conditions.This results in the disruption of the normal operation of

the MOS transistors. There are two "latch-up" mechanisms. First is the lateral

bipolar latch-up where an NPN or a PNP transistor that appear in parallel to an

MOS device turns on. Fig. 5.9a. Second is the SCR latch-up due to the merged

NPN-PNP structure. Fig. 5.9b.

The Lateral Bipolar Latch-up
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Figure 5.Sb
Parasitic SCR Device

The mechanisms for the lateral bipolar latch-up was presented in section 5:3.5. In
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order to suppress this latch-up. the electric field at the drain needs to be

reduced, and the substrate resistivity must be decreased. The former can be

accomplished by using the LDD structure. The use of an epitaxial substrate

(p-p*) aids in increasing the turn on voltage of the parasitic device. The built-in

electric field at the high-low junction tends to sweep the holes generated at the

drain region into the substrate. Thus, fewer holes will find their way to the source

diffusion.

SCR Latch Up

Referring to Fig. 5.9b, the SCR latch-up occurs when the ohmic drop across R^u*

or Rnuau is large enough to forward bias the base-emitter junction of either the

PNP or the NPN transistors. For an N-Well process, the NPN lateral transistor is

formed between the N-Well and the adjacent n+ diffusion. The PNP devices, both

vertical and lateral, are comprised of the well, substrate and thep* diffusion. The

lateral NPN can turn on if the hole current injected from the N-Well (PNP base)

causes sufficient IR drop within the p-type substrate to forward bias the n*

diffusion. This risk can be reduced by utilizing an epitaxial substrate. The built-in

electric field at the high-low junction sweeps the holes into the substrate, thereby

minimizing the chance to forward bias the junction. This, however, does not com

pletely eliminate the problem. For a CMOS technology scaled to 1 pan, the epitax

ial substrate is perhaps insufficient to suppress SCR latch-up. One viable method

is to oxide isolate the devices using a trench filled with dielectric material.



CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An experimental high frequency and high selectivity switched-capacitor filter

was designed and fabricated using our design method. The prototype filter is an

elliptic bandpass filter with a center frequency of 260 KHz and a Q of 40. The

details of the filter architecture and its design considerations are discussed in

Ref. [l]. In this chapter, the performance requirements of the amplifier and the

measured results of the filter and the amplifier are presented.

6.1. Amplifier Specifications

The minimum performance specifications for the amplifier are dictated by

the filter. The filter parameters are listed in Table 6.1. The maximum pole Q of

120 along with the 4 MHz clock frequency sets the minimum bandwidth of the

amplifier. The minimum bias current level is determined by the sampling and the

integration capacitors which limit the slew rate. The open loop gain is fixed by the

maximum pole Q of the filter.

109
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FILTER PARAMETERS

Clock Frequency 4 MHz

Filter Q 40

Maximum Pole Q 120

Sampling Capacitor 0.8 pF

Integration Capacitor aopF

Table 6.1

Filter Parameters

6.1.1. Minimum Gain and Bandwidth Requirements

For a resistively terminated LC filter, the fractional change in the magnitude

within the passband can be expressed as

T(u) 2 Qj Qc1 (6.1)

where Qj and Qc are the quality factors of the integrators that synthesize the

inductors and the capacitors, respectively; r(y) is the filter group delay; and &? is

the frequency of interest [24]. The quality factor of an integrator is approxi

mately equal to the inverse of the total phase error incurred by the integrator.

From the analysis presented in Chapter 2, the finite gain causes phase lead, while

finite bandwidth induces phase lag. In light of this, the "Q" of a switched-
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capacitor integrator can be expressed as

— s $#(finite gain) + $a(/i7w£e btmdiwxtth)

±_ Q+Qi +Cj a -r.«,d (6'2)

The terms are defined as follows:

Ao is the open loop gain of the amplifier;

Cf, Qi and Q are the sampling, input parasitic, and the integration capacitors.

respectively;

T3 is the total available integration time;

and uei is the closed-loop bandwidth of the amplifier.

The 250 KHz elliptic filter was designed to have a nominal Q of 40 and an

inband ripple of 1 dB. It is desired that the finite "Q" of the integrators introduce

a maximum error within the passband of less than 0.1 dB. From FILSYN simula

tion results, it is known that the group delay r(w) is at its maximum at the lower

and upper edges of the passband. Using these points as the worst case conditions,

the minimum "Q" requirement of the integrators can be computed and are listed

in Table 6.2. For a 0.1 dB passband gain error, an integrator Q of approximately
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100 is required.

INTEGRATOR REQUIREMENTS

Bandedge
Frequency

Group
Delay

Filter
Attenuation

Integrator
Q

254 KHz

266 KHz

125 pis

124 pis

-7d3

-7dB

88.1

91.5

Table 6.2

Minimum Integrator Requirements

Because the phase errors due to finite gain and finite bandwidth have opposite

signs, the net phase error is smaller than the individual parts. However, to be

safe, both phase errors should be minimized independently.

Gain Requirement

From Eqn. 6.2 we obtain the following relationship

C% +Ot + Ci
amxn = <? (6.3)

For the prototype elliptic filter, the value of the parameters are Q = 100.

C, = 0.8pF, Ci = 2pF, and Cn, = IpF. The minimum required open loop gain is
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Aimm = 475.

Bandwidth Requirement

Assuming a duty cycle of 40%. the time available for integration is 100 ns.

>From Eqn. 6.2 we have that

1 f ftlo« =jr-h^Q ^j (6.4)
For a Q = 100 and T, = 100 ns, the minimum required closed loop bandwidth is

5.86 MHz. The corresponding unity gain frequency is equal to 9 MHz. This result is

in agreement with that presented in ref. [25].

6.2. Differential Amplifier

Two versions of the folded cascode amplifier were designed and fabricated.

One version incorporated a triode region operated common mode feedback cir

cuit, while the other uses a saturation region operated feedback. The complete

schematic diagrams for both circuits are given in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2.

6.3. Measured Performance

The prototype 260 KHz elliptic bandpass filter was thoroughly evaluated [26].

The effects of amplifier finite gain and bandwidth are evident from the filter

response shown in Figs. 6.3. For a large amplifier bias current, the bandwidth is

broad but the gain is low. The filter attenuation, therefore, is higher, but the

center frequency remains at 260 KHz. This is as predicted from the argument

presented in Chapter 1. As the bias current is reduced, the gain of the amplifier
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improves but the bandwidth decreases. The finite amplifier bandwidth causes

excessive peaking at the bandedge of the filter where the group delay is the larg

est. Furthermore, the center frequency of the filter shifts down. This is exactly

what is observed from the measured response in Figs. 6.3. The theoretical

analysis also predicts a small increase in the center frequency for a very small

excess phase shift. If the traces of Fig. 6.3.. are examined very carefully, this

effect is indeed observed.

Fig. 6.4 shows the frequency response of the filter as a function of the clock

frequency. Note that the filter oscillates at a clock frequency of 4.475 MHz.

Theoretically, the filter is predicted to operate up to a 7 MHz clock. However, this

upper limit has been extrapolated from the differential frequency response of the

amplifier. If the common mode frequency response is used instead, the upper

limit is approximately 5 MHz clock. This clearly shows that the common mode set

tling behavior plays a major role in determining the maximum operating fre

quency of differential switched-capacitor filters.
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Figure 6.1

Folded-Cascode Amplifier with Triode Feedback
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Folded-Cascode Amplifier with Saturation Feedback
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

The experimental results obtained from the sixth order elliptic filter show

that high selectivity and high frequency monolithic filters can be realized using

the switched-capacitor filtering technique. Using a 4 pan double poly P-Well CMOS

technology, a well-behaved 260 KHz bandpass filter can be made with ease.

One clear conclusion can be drawn at this point The extension of the

switched-capacitor filtering technique to higher frequency range will not be lim

ited by the filter architecture. The main obstacle will come from technology and

circuit related limitations. A scaled CMOS process will undoubtedly yield faster

devices. However, both the transconductance and the output resistance of an MOS

transistor degrade as the channel length is reduced to 1 pan and below. Thus,

although a fast settling amplifier can be designed using a scaled technology, it is

doubtful whether high gain and fast settling amplifier can be made. To complicate

the matter even further, to overcome the low breakdown voltage limitation, low

voltage MOS design technique need to be developed.

The intrinsic speed of an 1 jjan MOS device will be very fast However, on the

system level, the interconnect parasitic capacitance will wreak havoc. In all

current CMOS technologies, the interconnect capacitance (that is, the capaci

tance between two adjacent parallel conductors) is negligible. However, at submi-

cron levels, although the linewidth and the spacing of the metal lines are scaled,

the vertical dimension — metal thickness — remains essentially unchanged. This

dramatically increases the capacitive coupling between two adjacent metal lines,

while all other parasitic capacitance are reduced dv scaling. Eventually, with
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further scaling, the system level performance will reach the point of diminishing

return.

From the view point of circuit design, scaled versions of monolithic filters

should be of fully-differential configuration. Because of the increase in the parasi

tic coupling capacitance, a fully balanced signal path will be a necessity. This will

bring about some new challenges for the circuit designer. Fast settling, large sig

nal handling differential-to-single ended and single ended-to-differential conver

sion circuits will be required. Also, a fast settling and low distortion common

mode feedback circuit need to be designed for the fully-differential amplifier.

Employing a scaled technology, the realization of high frequency filters that

operate in the MKz range is definitely possible. But designing high frequency and

high selectivity filters will be difficult primarily due to the low amplifier gain. A

multiple filtering approach [l] is one method to get around the low gain limita

tion; however, at the expense of increased filter complexity. Nonetheless, further

refinements and innovation of the amplifier or the integrator are necessary.
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